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A: Here is a simple way of doing this: Open any basic PHP editor such as phpMyAdmin. Copy
the following code into it (you might need to escape the quotes): Re-open the file in your editor.

Add this line to the top of the file: ", $contents); // $contents = str_replace('/>', '/>pdf',
$contents); // $contents = str_replace('}/', '{pdf', $contents); // print htmlspecialchars($contents);
// print htmlspecialchars(file_get_contents($file)); // unlink($file); ?> Save the file. Open the file
in the URL The file will now have the word message in it. It's very easy. Just put the PHP code

into a file, and create an URL with a.tmp extension that will fetch it. As long as the file is stored
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publicly accessible, then anyone who can access that URL will be able to get the message. The
only thing you would have to do differently for this solution to work is to make sure the.tmp file
is publicly accessible too, and you don't have access to the server that the.tmp file is on. Edit: To
change the "pdf" link to a "jpg" link, you can just run the same script, but replace the line that

prints $contents with: $contents = str_replace("pdf", "jpg", $contents); I've tested this
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